Traces of user activities recorded in online social networks such as the creation, viewing and forwarding/sharing of information over time open new possibilities to quantitatively and systematically understand the information diffusion process on social networks. From an online social network like WeChat, we could collect a large number of information cascade trees, each of which tells the spreading trajectory of a message/information such as which user creates the information and which users view or forward the information shared by which neighbours. In this work, we propose two heterogeneous non-linear models, one for the topologies of the information cascade trees and the other for the stochastic process of information diffusion on a social network. Both models are validated by the WeChat data in reproducing and explaining key features of cascade trees.
Introduction
The rapid development of the Internet, smart phones and information technology has facilitated the boost of online social networks, such as Facebook, Twitter, Flickr, Digg and Sina Weibo. Such online social networks allow message, content and information in general to spread faster and wider than ever (e.g. retweeting) [1] [2] [3] [4] . Understanding the features and dynamics of information diffusion in social networks is crucial for businesses to promote products, but also for governments to predict and even regulate public opinion [5] [6] [7] .
Most empirical work on aforementioned social networks has focused on basic statistical analysis of the features of the social networks, of the content popularity or of the content/information diffusion trajectories [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . For example, the information diffusion trajectory on a social network can generally be represented by a cascade (tree), where the root is the source node that creates the information and where the links represent the information transmitting paths between the users. The average path length of a cascade tree [1] , also called structural virality, in relation to the size of the tree, may indicate how deep (viral like information propagation) or shallow (broadcasting type of information diffusion) a cascade tree is [12, 21] . Time series analysis of e.g. content popularity over time has been explored to distinguish between different types of contents [22, 23] . Machine learning techniques have also been applied to, for example, predict content popularity based on the previous popularity and the features related to the contents and users that shared the content [24, 25] . Stochastic models, such as cellular automata [26] , Threshold models [27] [28] [29] , Susceptible Infected Recovered (SIR) [17, [30] [31] [32] , and Linear Influence [33] have been studied to understand how the dynamics of information diffusion such as the spreading rate and the social network topology could influence a key feature of the diffusion process such as the popularity. However, we still insufficiently understand to whether such first order models with few parameters could quantitatively reproduce several key features of real-world information diffusion.
In this paper we aim to propose stochastic models with few parameters for (a) the topology of the information cascade trees and (b) the dynamics of information diffusion on a social network, that could capture several key features observed in the real-world cascade trees. Our models will be applied and validated by the WeChat dataset. WeChat is the most popular smart phone application in China and has about 800 million monthly active user accounts [34] . Apart from some sporadic efforts (e.g. [35] ), information diffusion in WeChat has, not been studied extensively. Our choice of WeChat data to illustrate and validate our modelling methods is also because:
• WeChat is a semi-closed social network where information is shared mainly via strong social ties (i.e. friends that mutually agree to share information) • WeChat records both the view and forward actions of each user and also from which node the information arriving to the user has been forwarded. Topologies of cascade trees have so far been characterised by their average path length in relation to their sizes [12, 21] . The size of a cascade tree, i.e. the number of users that a message has reached in total in a social network, may range from hundreds to millions. Although a weak (strong) correlation between the average path length and the size of a tree may suggest shallow (deep) tree structures [36] , we lack a systematic method to quantify the shallowness or deepness of a group of cascade trees. In this work, we propose to use of the generalised random recursive tree (RRT) [37, 38] with a single parameter to model cascade trees (possible of a [1] The average path length is the average number of links in the shortest path between two nodes.
given type of contents) with diverse sizes on an online platform. The RRT, a growth tree model, could well capture two features of WeChat cascade trees: the average path length and the degree variance, as a function of the cascade size. The identified parameter in the RRT model quantifies how deep or shallow the cascade trees are and implies the possible growing mechanisms of cascade trees. Via applying the RRT to the WeChat data, we find that hubs tend to appear as WeChat cascade trees become large in size, leading towards broadcast-like information diffusion.
Secondly, we propose the heterogeneous Susceptible View Forward Removed (SVFR) model, which allows users to have different probabilities of viewing a message, depending on their degree (the number of neighbours) in the underlying social network. Interestingly, our SVFR model could well explain the power-law distributed size of cascade trees, the degree variance and the average path length of a cascade tree in relation to the tree size as observed in the WeChat dataset. Importantly, our SVFR model benchmarked by the WeChat data points out that a WeChat user with a large number of friends tends to have a lower probability of viewing the messages shared by his/her friends, likely due to his/her limited energy and attention online.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the WeChat Moments diffusion data and how to construct the cascade trees. Section 3 and 4 present the RRT and SVFR model to capture the structure of the cascade trees and the dynamics of the information diffusion respectively. Section 5 summaries our findings and points out interesting future work.
Dataset Description
We firstly introduce the information diffusion dataset from the WeChat [2] platform [39, 40] , which will be used to validate the two models that we are going to propose. WeChat Moments (WM) [3] , known as Friends Circle, serves social networking functions in which users can view information shared by friends. In this work we focus on the diffusion of web pages in the WM network. A user may react to the web page forwarded/shared by his/her friend in three ways: (i) View the web page, meaning that the user clicks the link of the web page and views the content (ii) ignore the web page without a click, and (iii) Forward (or share) the URL of the web page to his/her friends. An example of the diffusion of a web page in the WM network is shown in Figure 1 . Firstly, a user being at the root of the tree creates a web page and makes it available to his friends. Then his friends may ignore, view or forward the web page after seeing the web page appearing in their Friends Circle with a title. The forwarding of the information (web page) allows its friends to further view, forward or ignore the information.
We obtained the web page spreading dataset in WeChat Moments from a thirdparty service company [4] . The service company helps users create HTML5 format web pages to share the information including advertisements, web games, news, articles or holiday greetings. The dataset recorded from January 14 to February [2] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WeChat [3] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moments_(social_networking) [4] 27 in 2016 all user activities, such as view and forward, and their corresponding time stamps related to all the web pages created with the format support from the service company. Both the content of the web pages and users are anonymised by web page indexes and user indexes, respectively. A user must first view a web page before (s)he forwards it. Whenever a user views a web page shared by a friend, the index of both the user who views the web page and the friend who shares the web page are recorded in the dataset, allowing us to construct the cascade tree for each web page. We select the web pages whose diffusion starts and ends within the period of 45 days. We assume that the diffusion of a web page stops if after the generation of the web page there is a day that no viewing/forwarding/sharing happens. Although resurgence of the spread of a content may occur after a silent day [36] , our assumption is supported by the data: given that a web page is neither forwarded nor viewed by any user in a given day, the probability that forwarding or viewing of this page occurs after that day within the 45 days' observation window is 17%. We obtain 277, 014 web pages, whose life span is approximately within the considered time window. More than 7 million users are involved in the diffusion of these web pages. For each web page, we construct its cascade tree, in which nodes represent the users who have viewed the web page and some of these nodes may have forwarded the web page. Such a cascade tree is also called a view cascade tree. Each information cascade is a tree without cycles because a user seldom views/forwards the same content more than once. If, in the rare case a user views (shares) a web page more than once, we consider only the first time when the user views (shares) the page. These cascade trees collected from WeChat will be used to valid our models, i.e. whether our models could reproduce several key features of the observed cascade tree features.
Modeling of Information Cascade Tree Structure
In this section, we focus on the modelling of the topologies of the information cascade trees, without considering the underlying dynamics of users. We aim to propose a tree model that could construct trees that share similar properties of the cascade trees observed in WeChat. Firstly, we will analyse two fundamental properties of the information cascade trees in WeChat, that we would like our model to reproduce, namely the average path length and degree variance. Afterwards, we propose to use the Random Recursive Tree (RRT) model to model information cascade trees and illustrate to what extent this model could capture the two key features of the information cascades in WeChat.
Cascade Structure in WeChat
Two basic properties of a generic tree are the average path length and the degree variance. The average path length, also known as "Wiener Index" or "Structural Virality". It is defined as the average of the number of links H ij in the shortest path between any two nodes i and j. Hence, in a tree with N nodes we can formulate it as
The degree variance is the variance of degrees of all the nodes in a tree,
where the degree d i of the node i tells how many links the node i has and E [D] is the average degree of all the nodes. The degree variance can be equivalently characterized by the standard deviation V ar [D] of the degree, which is used later in our data analysis and model validation. It has been shown that the average path length is an important characteristic of information cascades and complex networks in general [12, 41, 42] . Consider the class of cascade trees collected from an online social network. If the average path length of a cascade tree does not increase much with the size (number of nodes) of the tree, hubs may exist in relatively large cascade trees. In this case, information propagates via star-like broadcasting and large cascade trees are relatively shallow. However, if the cascade trees' average path lengths increase dramatically with their sizes, large cascade trees tend to be deep without large hubs and information spreads viral-like, hop by hop.
Both properties are sensitive to the size of the tree. For example, large trees may tend to have a large average path length. As shown in Figure 5 , the sizes of the cascade trees collected from WeChat follow approximately a power-law distribution. Hence, we group the cascades trees according to their sizes that are slitted uniformly in logarithmic scale. We consider cascading trees that have more than 100 nodes in the dataset, which corresponds to the web pages that could propagate to a certain extent. Both properties are explored for each group of trees. Figure 2 (a) and (b) show the average path length and degree variance of a cascade tree (group) as a function of the size of the tree (group), respectively. The average path length increases as the size of the cascade tree increases, except that when the size is large. The decrease in the average path length around size 10 4 is due to the hubs in the cascade trees, i.e. higher degree nodes, which is reflected in the large degree variance of large cascade trees. We aim to propose a tree model that could capture both properties as a function of tree size and could further quantitatively characterize how deep/shallow the cascade trees are.
The Random Recursive Tree Model
We propose to use the Random Recursive Trees RRTs to model the cascade trees. A RRT [37, 38, 43] is a growth tree model that starts with the root with node index 1 at t = 0 and adds a node t + 1 at each time step t to an existing node selected as follows: each existing node i with its degree d i (t) at time t has the probability
of being connected to the newly added node. Hence, the probability that an existing node is connected to a newly added node is proportional to the degree of this node of power θ ∈ [0, ∞). We denote a RRT with N nodes and the scaling parameter θ by T (N, θ). Specifically, T (N, 0) corresponds to a uniform recursive tree (URT) where at each time step, a randomly selected existing node is connected to the newly added node [44, 45] . T (N, 1) is a scale-free tree where at each time step, the probability for an existing node to be connected to the new node is proportional to the degree of this node [46] . When 0 < θ < 1 (θ > 1), the probability that an existing node is attached to a new node is sub-linear (super-linear) of the degree of the existing node. When θ → ∞, the RRT approaches a star topology, whose average path length is 2 − 2/N for a star with N nodes.
We conduct 1000 independent realisations of each RRT class T (N, θ) with size N and scaling parameter θ and obtain for each class the average as well as the standard deviation of the two key topological features, i.e. the average path length and the degree variance. As illustrated in Figure 2 , a small (large) θ suggests a relative deep (shallow like a star) tree with a large (small) average path length, that corresponds to the viral (broadcast) type of information diffusion. Figure 2 shows that the average path length and degree variance, equivalently reflected by the degree standard deviation, in WeChat cascade trees as a function of the tree size can be well captured by RRT model with the scaling parameter θ around 1.2 if we look at the mean of these two properties. When the variance of these properties, i.e. error bar, is taken into account, the WeChat cascade trees can be well described by the RRT model with θ > 1. This observation suggests that the WeChat cascade trees may follow a growth rule where a high degree node in the tree has a high probability to attract the connection to new nodes, such that large trees tend to have hubs, a large degree variance and a moderate average path length. When θ is positive, the average path length of RRTs increases first and decreases afterwards as the size of the tree increases. This can be observed evidently in the RRTs when θ = 1.2 in Figure 2 . The average path length starts to decrease at a small tree size if θ is large. Such a change of the average path length as a function of the tree size is due to the fact that as a RRT grows with a positive θ, hubs tend to appear and have a significantly higher chance to be connected to newly added nodes, and thus reduce the average path length and increase the degree variance. The average path length in WeChat cascade trees indeed increases first and then decreases as the cascade tree size increases, which can be thus well captured by the RRT model.
The RRT model could be used to model the cascade trees, not limited to WeChat, that have diverse sizes. The parameter θ that best fits the data reflects quantitatively how deep the tree is and how diverse the degrees of the nodes in the tree are. In this way, we could compare different online systems with respect to in which system information propagates more via hubs/broadcasting or viral-like spreading. 
Modeling of Information Cascade Process
In this section, we aim to develop a stochastic model of the information diffusion process. We develop this model based on our understanding of the WeChat information diffusion mechanisms and validate the model according to three key features observed in the WeChat dataset: the distribution of the sizes of the cascade trees, the average path length and the degree variance of a cascade tree in relation to the size of the tree.
The Susceptible View Forward Removed Model
We propose the Susceptible View Forward Removed (SVFR) model to describe the information diffusion process on a social network. This model is based on classic viral spreading models such as SIR model but more general and practical with respect to the definition of the possible states of a user and the possible non-liner and non-homogeneous probability for a user to view a message shared by its friend. In the SVFR model, each node can be in one of the following four states at any time step:
• Susceptible (S) -the user has the potential to read a message/content, but
has not yet read it, • View (V) -the user views the message, • Forward (F) -the user forwards the message, • Removed (R) -the user ignores the message either because (s)he does not want to read the message or has already viewed or forwarded the message. For a given message, all the nodes are initially susceptible, except for the node that firstly publishes/shares this message thus is in state F at step t = 0. The state transition diagram has been shown in Figure 3 . For any node that is in state F at any time step t, each of its susceptible neighbours in the social network has a probability β to view the message at step t + 1. Moreover, each neighbor that views the message has a probability γ to forward the message immediately after reading, and thus transits to state F at step t + 1. In other words, each neighbor of a node in state F at time t, has a probability β * (1 − γ) of being in state V (view but not forward) and a probability βγ of being in state F (read and forward) and probability 1 − β of being in state R (ignore the message without reading the content) at time step t + 1. For any node in state V or F at any given time, this node will be in state R at the next time step. The diffusion process of a message stops when all the nodes are either in state S or R, thus when the system reaches the stable state. Furthermore, we generalize the SVFR model to be a heterogeneous stochastic model where the probability β that a user reads a message shared by its friend may depend on the degree of this user in the underlying social network. This is motivated by the fact that a node has a large number of friends tends to have a low probability to read a message shared by his/her friend due to the large number of messages he/she is exposed to and his/her limited effort in reading messages [47, 48] . Without loosing generality, we assume that the probability for a node i to read a message shared by a neighbor β i = cd −α i may depend on the degree d i of this node, where the power exponent α is assumed to be positive and the constant c is determined by the given average probability β to view a message over all the nodes [5] :
As observed in the data and assumed in our model, users seldom reads or share a message more than once. The average view probability β suggests how infectious/interesting a message is for users to view it. When α = 0, all nodes have the same view probability. Similar homogeneity has been usually assumed in previously proposed information diffusion models [12] . Our heterogeneous model takes into account the possibility that the view probability of each node may be inversely proportional to the degree of the node, characterised by the degree scaling parameter α. In the proposed stochastic model, we did not take into account a realistic and possibly heterogeneous time delay, e.g., between the time when a node shares a message and the time a neighbor reads or shares the message.
We assume that the probability γ that a user forwards a message after viewing it, the so-called forward probability, is a constant, which is a simple start for the model study. Given the underlying social network and given the parameters α, γ and β to be calibrated, the SVFR model could iterate the stochastic propagation of a message, each resulting in a cascade tree composed of users that have created, viewed and forwarded the message.
Model Validation
The (average) forward probability in a cascade tree can be obtained as the number of nodes that forward the message over the total number of nodes in the cascade. Figure 4 shows that the forward probabilities of the WeChat cascade trees follows approximately a Gaussian distribution where forward probabilities are close to the average. Hence, we consider the average forward probability γ = 0.091 observed in the data as the forward probability in our SVFR model.
The WeChat social network topology is unknown. Hence, we cannot derive directly from the data the two parameters related to the degree dependent view probabilities: the average view probability β and scaling parameter α. Instead, we will explore whether the SVFR model with tunable parameters β and α could reproduce the three key features of the WeChat cascade trees: the size distribution, the average path length and degree variance in relation to the tree size. The distribution of the sizes of the cascade trees is a crucial feature for a online social network, characterizing the distribution of the prevalence or popularity of the information [5] Each node may view a message maximally once. propagated on the network. We assume that the underlying social network is a scale-free network with a power law degree distribution P r[D = k] = ck −φ , as observed in many real-world networks [49] . We use the configuration model [50] [51] [52] to construct the random scale-free networks with a power exponent of the degree distribution φ = 2.5, a minimum degree d min = 10 as in [12] and a cutoff of the maximum degree d max = N 1/(φ−1) [53] , where N is the network size. When the network size is N = 10 5 , the average degree
For each given pair of β and α, we generate independently 100 scale-free networks using the configuration model with N = 10 5 nodes and power exponent φ = 2.5. On each generated network, we carry out the information spread of 100 messages independently according to the SVFR model where the initial node that creates/shares the message is chosen uniformly at random. In total, we obtain 10 4 cascade trees for the given β and α. Firstly, we explore the distribution of the sizes of the cascade trees in both the WeChat dataset and in our SVFR model. As shown in Figure 5 , the distribution of the sizes of the observed WeChat cascade trees is approximately a power-law distribution. Since we are interested in the cascade trees with a size larger than 100, that corresponds to the messages that could propagate to a certain extend, we fit the tail part of the distribution when the size is larger than or equal to 100. The power exponent is approximately λ = 2.17. The power-law cascade size distribution has also been observed in other social networks, such as Twitter [10, 11, 54] , Flickr [14] , Digg [15] and Sina Weibo [16] .
We take as an example the SVFR model with the average view probability β = 0.3 whereas the degree scaling parameter α varies. Figure 6 illustrates how the size distribution of the cascade trees generated by our SVFR model changes as the degree scaling parameter α increases. The underlying scale-free network size is N = 10 5 and the average view probability is β = 0.3. The power-law part of the tail has been fitted. Each figure is obtained by 100 independent realisations of the SVFR process on each of the 100 independently generated underlying scale-free networks.
It turns out that when α = 0, i.e. when all the nodes have the same probability to view a message, the cascade size distribution has a peak in the tail. In this case, the cascade size of our model does not follow a power-law distribution as WeChat cascades but has a significantly higher probability to be large. Similar observation holds when the degree scaling parameter α is small. When the view probability β or the network size N increases, the separation between the power law decrease and the peak in the size distribution becomes even more apparent. As α increases, the cascade size distribution becomes a power-law distribution, the same as observed in WeChat. The hubs play a key role in such a change in the size distribution. Firstly, a hub (a high degree node in the underlying scale-free network) has a higher probability that one of its neighbors forwards the message than low degree nodes. Secondly, a hub has a higher probability to view thus forward a message when α is smaller and given the same average view probability β. Thirdly, the forwarding of a message by a hub allow its large number of neighbours to further view and forward the message, leading potentially to a large cascade. Hence, hubs facilitate the appearance of large cascades, especially when α is small. This explains as well why the largest possible cascade size decreases as α increases. Figure 7 further supports our explanation. We look into the maximal degree (in the underlying social network) D that α should not be small in order to capture the power-law size distribution in the WeChat dataset.
Furthermore, we explore how the power exponent/slope λ of the power-law cascade size distribution generated by the SVFR model is influenced by the size N of the underlying network, the average view probability β and the degree scaling parameter α. As shown in Figure 8 , the exponent λ is obtained via the power-law curve fitting of the power-law decreasing part of the size distribution. Although different curving fitting methods may influence the obtained power exponents [51] , we adopt this simplest method to illustrate our methodologies to identity the parameters of the proposed SVFR model.
As shown in Figure 8 , power exponent λ is insensitive to the size N of the underlying networks, though the average cascade size may depend on the size of the underlying network. We will focus on the underlying network size N = 10 5 , which is large as well feasible for simulations. A smaller α and a large average view probability β contribute to a smaller power exponent λ, thus large cascade trees with a higher probability. Figure 8 The power exponent λ of the power-law cascade size distribution generated by the SVFR model as a function of the size N of the underlying network, the average view probability β and the degree scaling parameter α. For each set of parameters, the cascade size distribution is obtained from the 100 iterations of the SVFR information spread on each of the 100 independently generated underlying social networks.
Finally, we investigate the average path length and the degree variance of the cascade trees in relation to the cascade tree sizes produced by our SVFR model with the aforementioned three sets of parameters that could already well capture the cascade size distribution of WeChat. Figure 9 shows that the cascade trees generated by the SVFR model with β = 0.3 and α = 0.8 well approximate the cascade trees in WeChat with respect to their average path length and the degree variance/standard deviation. The cascade trees generated by the SVFR, the same as the WeChat cascade trees, are also well (f) Figure 9 The average path length and degree standard deviation of the cascade trees in WeChat, of the RRT structural model and of the cascade trees generated by the SVFR model. We consider the SVFR model with the three sets of parameters β and α that could well capture the WeChat cascade size distribution. The underlying networks of the SVFR model are scale-free with size N = 10 5 . Given the parameter β and α, we perform 100 realisations of the SVFR model on each of the 100 independently generated underlying networks leading to 10 4 cascade trees. These cascade trees generated by SVFR are grouped according to their sizes: [100,200), [200,400), [400,800) and [800,1600]. The average and standard deviation of the two key properties are deived for each group and plotted as a function of the medium size of the group. When β = 0.4 and α = 1.2, the cascade trees generated by SVFR model are all smaller than 800 in size. Given the parameter θ and tree size, we carry out 10 3 iterations of generating the cascade trees using RRT model and obtain the average and standard deviation (error bar) of these two properties.
bounded by the RRT models with θ = 1.2 and θ = 1.6 and closer to RRT models with θ = 1.2, verifying the consistency of the RRT and SVFR models.
As mentioned before, it would be interesting to explore even larger underlying network sizes, which could lead to larger cascade trees thus improve the SVFR model validation with respect to capturing features of cascade trees with a broader range of sizes.
Our SVFR model could well explain the cascade size distribution including the power-law decay exponent, the average path and the degree variance of the cascade trees in WeChat and suggests that a user with a large number of friends may have a lower probability to view the message shared by a friend.
Conclusion
The cascade trees that describe the information spread trajectories in social networks have been widely studied. In this work, we rely on the data extracted from the WeChat social network as a test bed to further advance the information diffusion analysis methods from two aspects. Firstly, we propose to model the cascade tree topology by random recursive trees RRTs. The RRT model could well reproduce or explain two fundamental properties of the cascade trees in the WeChat network, i.e. the average path length and the degree variance in relation to the tree size. The identified single parameter θ in the RRT model, allows us, for the first time to quantify how deep (viral like spread) or shallow (broadcast type spread) a class of cascade trees are. Hence, we could compare or classify different online networks regarding to that the information spread on each network is more broadcast or viral like. The RRT model also unravels some interesting phenomena in the cascade-tree growth, like the emergence of hubs.
Secondly, we introduced the SVFR stochastic model to capture the information diffusion process on a network. The model encodes three types of user reactions to a message they receive: ignore, view or forward the message, and was shown to capture and explain three main properties of the WeChat cascade trees: the average path length, the degree variance and the tree size distribution. Our model calibration suggests that a WeChat user with a large number of friends tends to have a low probability to view a message shared by his/her friends. This finding can be supported by the cognitive and biological constraints of users as predicated by Dunbar's theory [47, 48] .
The WeChat dataset served as excellent test bed enabling the above mentioned contributions due to the rich user actions it captures and related to the way how users react to the message forwarded to them. We believe, however, that our contributions can serve as a starting point to systematically explore the structure and dynamics of information diffusion in general social networks, not limited to WeChat. The proposed SVFR stochastic model can be applied to other online social networks as well to explore e.g. whether other types heterogeneity may exist. For example, the view or forward probability of a content may depend on the content. Another promising future research direction is to explore the time delay in the information diffusion model in order to explain e.g. how fast a message could reach a certain number of users.
